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Dalya Kandil

The designer codes, as expected. 
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dalyakandil.me


Dalya Kandil is a designer and developer using modern languages, services and frameworks to create highly optimized and unique web-based works.



I work with the modern web.




I’m a front-end developer using modern languages, popular services and customizable frameworks to create memorable brand and web experiences.  As a designer, I want to to believe in the programming arts.



	LinkedIn
	Email
	Facebook
	Twitter
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[image: LoCode, logo]
UX design and social banner graphics for LoCode — a location-based, messenger app



Dalya Kandil designed for LoCode chat app, a mobile chat application that was developed in Virginia Beach, VA by wii.net and stermedia.ai.
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High-definition 3D illustrations of retail packaging created with the SVG format



Dalya Kandil designed and rendered crisp and clean 3D product demos and package models with customized labels for the sports and nutrition industry. Visit DalyaKandil.Me to see more work from this web designer and developer.
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UX for a location-based chat app for a local tech company



Dalya Kandil designed the logo and worked on the UX/UI for LoCode was an existing, location-based chat app which was being worked on by wi55.net. The app was already being used by local businesses in and around Virginia Beach, VA at the time. I made UX/UI recommendations for improving on features that were already available for the most part.
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LoCode logos, brand and marketing graphics



Dalya Kandil designed a series of marketing posters for a location-based chat app based out of Virginia Beach, VA
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Sustainable label design for BotanIQ Coffee suggesting recycled paper material



Dalya Kandil designed several rounds of packaging for BotanIQ Coffee and included suggestions for printing materials.
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Sample WordPress site for retail and online mobile stores



Dalya Kandil created a responsive design and developed the front end code of a Wordpress theme for Repair Lift Marketing using HTML5/CSS3, Javascript and the Wordpress platform.
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Logo design for Zero-Day Nutrition — a sports nutrition manufacturing company



Dalya Kandil created and produced several rounds of web and print logos for ZeroDay Nutrition, a sports and nutrition supplements manufacturer.
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Product label designs for a boutique nutraceutical company



Dalya Kandil designed supplement facts for Glaxon Pharma.
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High-fidelity 3D renderings and brand design for a beverage product representing urban markets



Dalya Kandil created high-fidelity 3D product models for Lyfe Elevated, a nutraceutical beverage company.
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Concepts for retail products, and label design for a sports nutrition brand



Dalya Kandil designed the branding and bottle labels for Glaxon Pharma, a sport nutrition brand manufactured by ZeroDay Nutrition, a Texas-based supplement company.
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UX and UI design for a fitness app



Dalya Kandil designed the product, brand and UX for a class on app design through CalArts online, hosted by Coursera Online.
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Logo designs for a for a nationally distributed brand



Dalya Kandil designed and produced first round concept art, brand identity and sample logos for Komega 6, a nationally distributed essential oil product line sold on Walmart.com and other retail websites.
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My professional bio.
 Dalya Kandil consults using modern technologies and creative solutions that work for individuals, institutions, companies and organizations.


Email me





What I really do.
 I write code for desktop and mobile webs. I also analyze and recommend web-based services for projects that have unique and/or legacy requirements. I specialize in experienced creative for brands, products and organizations.



Call or email me.
Connect by using email address [email protected] or  contact section for more information on freelance or work for hire.


Call us



Maintained by me.

	I believe I helped …
	Developed by design
	Design & code, return each.
	And if you prefer, check out these print designs.


This site notices.
The dalyakandil.me website does not specifically collect any information that is not requested by the standard Jetpack, WP-Forms, MailChimp and other WordPress recommended plugins.

Visit the website Privacy policy and related page to read the website cookie policy, fair use and copyrights statements before using the site represented by dalyakandil.me, that hosts projects worked on or created by Dalya Kandil, operating as, Kandil Consulting LLC based out of Norfolk, VA, and otherwise, as, an independent freelance or representative contract designer and/or web developer.
All dates should be seen as approximate, unless requested for specific credit, or for public trust access, government agency work and/or financial institutional clearance.
Opinions count! 
 Sometimes …
 Visit my blog for editorial content.
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Email Format

	html
	text
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See Privacy Policy and download the Askimet DPA Agreement. Design is dedicated to my  dad's work in aerospace and aeronautics at Old Dominion University.
 © 2014 - 2024 Dalya Kandil | dalyakandil.me  | Kandil Consulting LLC | kandilconsultingllc.com 
 




























































































































































